Autism in Females: Understanding the Overlooked Diagnoses, Unique Challenges, and Recommendations
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Abstract
Autism Spectrum Condition (ASC) is a neurodevelopmental disorder that affects individuals of both sexes. However, females with ASC frequently remain undiagnosed or misdiagnosed due to a range of factors, including gender bias in the medical profession, societal expectations, and a lack of knowledge about the unique challenges they face. For instance, the gendered subset of the population often struggles with social interaction and communication, relying more on analytical thinking, which can lead to difficulty in generating acceptable responses and behaviors. At the same time, females are more adept at masking their innate behaviors associated with the condition and hyper-focus on intense, immediate friendships. Compared to males, females with ASC may also present with fewer repetitive and ritualistic behaviors and internalize emotions such as anxiety and depression, thus leading to a higher risk of suicide. Diagnosis inequality with males may be due to overshadowing by co-existing conditions, gender bias, and a lack of understanding of female-associated interests. Strategies for supporting females with the condition include providing concrete and visual information, offering incremental steps to structure transitions, understanding their aversion to change, offering guided choice options, and using social stories and factual evidence to help work through fears. Increasing awareness of the unique challenges faced by females with autism is crucial in improving support and understanding for them. Further research and training for clinicians and supportive resource materials for families and the wider community are necessary to reduce the impact of ASC on females and improve their quality of life.

Introduction
Autism Spectrum Condition (ASC) (previously Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)) is a neurodevelopmental disorder that affects individuals across different ages, genders, and ethnicities [1]. Despite being commonly associated with males, research suggests that females are also affected by the condition, but their symptoms often go unnoticed or misdiagnosed due to the heterogeneity of the condition and gender bias in the medical profession [2]. In fact, evidence suggests that the condition is underdiagnosed in females [3]. The reason for the population going unnoticed is that females with autism often present unique challenges that require tailored support and understanding, particularly in the areas of social interaction, communication, and emotional regulation [4]. As such, further exploration is called for regarding the overlooked diagnoses of ASC in females and insights needed on how to improve awareness and support for this population. By reviewing existing literature on the topic, and considering interventions based on recommendations, this paper aims to shed light on the specific challenges faced by females with autism, including their tendency to construct social connections based on analytical thinking, their use of coping strategies such as masking or camouflaging their innate associated symptoms and behaviors, and the misdiagnosis and underdiagnosis due to gender bias and coexisting conditions [5,3].

Studies have shown that females with autism have better early language development and better social skills [6]. However, they tend to present with lower cognitive, adaptive, and social abilities than males [6]. Moreover, the literature highlights the higher suicide rate among females with ASC [5]. The challenges faced by females with autism have also been discussed from the parental perspective, with issues of particular relevance to girls being raised [4]. The importance of understanding female-associated interests, providing concrete and visual information, offering incremental steps to structure transitions, and using social stories and factual evidence to help this population work through fears have been highlighted [3]. By providing this information, this study seeks to elucidate the unique challenges faced by females on the autism spectrum.
and to offer recommendations for improving support and understanding for this population. Training to recognize the symptoms of autism in females for teachers and clinicians can mitigate risks and promote wellbeing of girls and women on the autism spectrum [5]. However, further research is needed to better understand the specific challenges faced by those that go undiagnosed in order to develop tailored interventions to support this population.

**Literature review**

Autism Spectrum Condition (ASC) is a complex neurodevelopmental disorder that affects individuals of different ages, genders, and ethnicities, and is characterized by impaired social interaction and communication, and restrictive and repetitive interests and behaviors [1]. Although traditionally associated with males, recent research indicates that females are also affected, but their symptoms often go unnoticed or misdiagnosed due to the heterogeneity of the condition and gender bias in the medical profession [2]. The diagnostic criteria for the condition are based on behavioral observations, which can be challenging in females due to their tendency to construct social connections based on analytical thinking, and their use of coping strategies such as masking or camouflaging their innate behaviors [3].

Females with ASC face unique challenges in social interaction, communication, and emotional regulation that require tailored support and interventions [4]. The misdiagnosis and under diagnosis in females are a significant issue, and research suggests that females are more likely to be diagnosed with coexisting conditions such as anxiety or depression, and less likely to receive targeted support for learning and behavioral needs [5]. The oversight can have a negative impact on their quality of life and limit their access to appropriate treatments and interventions. Furthermore, females with autism may have difficulty recognizing and managing their own emotions, which can contribute to feelings of anxiety and depression and increase their risk of suicide [6].

Gender bias in the medical profession has been identified as a significant barrier to the accurate diagnosis in females, and research suggests that male medical professionals may be biased towards recognizing and diagnosing the condition in male patients due to the prescriptive list of symptoms that are focused on, leading to a lack of awareness and understanding of the condition in females [2]. When not diagnosed or under diagnosed, the female population thus has limited access to appropriate support and interventions, such as Individualized Education Plans (IEP).

Moreover, recent literature highlights a concerning trend of a higher suicide rate among females compared to males with ASC, which may be linked to the unique challenges that the gender faces in social interaction, communication, and emotional regulation [6]. For example, females may struggle to form and maintain social connections due to their unique challenges in these areas, leading to feelings of loneliness and isolation [5]. Tailored support and interventions for the population are necessary to reduce the impact of the condition on their lives and improve their quality of life. Training for clinicians and supportive resource materials for families, the workplace, and the wider community can also help to mitigate the risks and promote the wellbeing of girls and women on the autism spectrum [5,4].

Overall, females with autism face unique challenges and are underdiagnosed compared to males. Some studies suggest that the diagnostic criteria for autism may be gender-biased and may not adequately capture the way autism presents in females. Girls and women with autism may have better social and communication skills than their male counterparts but also have more severe impairments in other areas. They may also engage in camouflaging behaviors to fit in socially, which can delay diagnosis. Early and targeted interventions can improve social communication and reduce symptom severity in children. There is a need for better awareness and recognition of the unique challenges faced by females with autism to ensure they receive appropriate support and treatment.

**Recommendations**

**Clinical and Academic**

It is essential for clinicians to be aware of the unique challenges faced by females with Autism Spectrum Condition (ASC). Despite the common association with males, research suggests that females are also affected by ASC, but their symptoms often go unnoticed or misdiagnosed due to the heterogeneity of the condition and gender bias in the medical profession. To provide effective support and interventions for females, it is necessary to recognize and address the specific challenges they face. In this section, recommendations are provided for clinicians to assist in recognizing autism in females and providing early intervention and support for undiagnosed individuals later in life. These recommendations include increasing awareness and understanding of the visible and invisible symptoms in females [1,7], addressing gender bias in the medical profession [2], providing tailored support and understanding [4], developing targeted interventions [5] and promoting early intervention [8]. By implementing these recommendations, clinicians can improve outcomes for females with autism and reduce the impact of this condition on their daily lives. Furthermore, training teachers and clinicians in the recognition of the unique symptoms in the gender can mitigate risks and promote the wellbeing of girls and women on the autism spectrum [5]. It is important to consider co-occurring conditions, such as gender identity disorder (de Vries et al., 2010), and internalizing co-occurring conditions [9]. That can affect diagnosis and clinical management. Finally, clinicians should be aware of the variability in the clinical presentation of females and strive to provide individualized treatment that meets the specific needs of each patient [10]. By implement-
ing these recommendations, clinicians can improve outcomes for females with autism and reduce the impact of this condition on their daily lives.

**Increase awareness and understanding of ASC in females**: Efforts should be made to increase awareness and understanding of the unique challenges faced by females with autism. Clinicians, academics, and the psychological and psychiatric communities should be educated on the specific symptoms and coping strategies used by females on the autism spectrum. Additionally, training should be provided on how to recognize and diagnose the condition in females.

**Address gender bias in the medical profession**: Gender bias in the medical profession has been identified as a significant barrier to the accurate diagnosis of autism in females. To address this, there is a need for increased awareness and understanding of the impact of gender bias on the diagnosis and treatment of females. Medical professionals should be trained on how to recognize and diagnose in females and to address any biases that may be present.

**Provide tailored support and understanding**: The unique challenges faced by females with ASC in the areas of social interaction, communication, and emotional regulation require tailored support and understanding. Clinicians, academics, and the psychological and psychiatric communities should be trained on how to provide support and interventions that address these challenges. This includes providing concrete and visual information, offering incremental steps to structure transitions, using social stories and factual evidence to help them work through fears, and promoting self-awareness.

**Develop targeted interventions**: Targeted interventions that address the unique challenges faced by females with should be developed and implemented. These interventions should be tailored to the specific needs of females and address the areas of social interaction, communication, and emotional regulation. Efforts should be made to develop and evaluate the effectiveness of these interventions.

**Promote early intervention**: Early intervention is crucial for improving outcomes for individuals with autism. Clinicians, academics, and the psychological and psychiatric communities should work together to promote early identification and intervention for females with ASC. This includes screening for autism spectrum in females during early childhood, as well as providing support and interventions as early as possible. Research has shown that early identification and intervention are essential for improving outcomes for individuals with ASC, including females. (Dworzynski et al., 2012). Therefore, clinicians and the medical community should prioritize screening in females during early childhood to ensure timely diagnosis and intervention. Targeted interventions should also be developed and evaluated to address the unique challenges faced by females. This may include providing tailored support and understanding that addresses the specific challenges faced by females, such as social communication difficulties and sensory processing issues.

Efforts should also be made to increase awareness and understanding of the unique challenges faced by females and address gender bias in the medical profession. Collaboration between clinicians, academics, and the psychological and psychiatric communities is crucial for improving the recognition, diagnosis, and support for females with ASC. By implementing these recommendations and promoting early intervention, improved outcomes for individuals with autism, including females, can be realized, and reduce the impact of this condition on their daily lives.

**Familial and Social Support**

In this section, recommendations are provided for familial and social support for females with ASC at different ages, focusing on the recognition and not dismissal of symptoms, different needs of females versus males, and different ways in which families can support individuals, as well as coworkers and supervisors in the workplace, and social support such as friendship networks. Familial and social support is essential in recognizing and managing autism in females, as their symptomatology and manifestation are unique and often subtler compared to males. Studies have shown that atypical brain areas in females with autism overlap with areas that are sexually dimorphic in neurotypical controls, suggesting neural masculinization. It is possible that unfamiliarity with the clinical presentation of autism in females has contributed to under-recognition of the condition. The general expectancy biases and gender stereotypes may impede timely recognition of autism in females. Therefore, efforts must be made to identify sex/gender differences in social interaction and communication in individuals with ASD that are not captured by existing diagnostic instruments to prevent under-recognition of autism in females.

Moreover, tailored support and interventions addressing the specific needs of females with ASC should be provided to improve their quality of life and reduce the impact of this condition on their daily lives. It is crucial to assess and intervene thoroughly in domains such as social interaction and communication as high-functioning females with autism have severe social and attention problems. The diagnosis of autism significantly differentiates between males and females, emphasizing the need to study ASD in females separately from males. The sex-specific response patterns in autism spectrum disorder can inform and improve the diagnostic assessment of autism in females. Additionally, maternal age and education level and the gender of children are possible factors related to autism, indicating the need to explore these factors further. The following recommendations may assist with family or social support networks for the population in question.

**Recognition of symptoms**: It is essential to recognize the specific symptoms and challenges faced by females with autism. Families and social support networks should be educated on the unique challenges faced by females, including their tendency to construct social connections based on analytical thinking and use coping strategies such as masking or camou-
flagging their innate behaviors. It is also important to recognize the tendency of females to internalize emotions such as anxiety or depression [30].

**Different needs of females with ASC versus males:** The unique challenges faced by females with ASC require tailored support and understanding. Families and social support networks should be trained on how to provide support and interventions that address these challenges, including providing concrete and visual information, offering incremental steps to structure transitions, using social stories and factual evidence to help them work through fears, and promoting self-awareness [31].

**Family support:** Families play a crucial role in the recognition and management of ASC in females. It is essential to involve families in the diagnosis and treatment process, provide them with education and training in females, and offer them support and resources to manage the challenges faced by their loved ones [32].

**Workplace support:** Coworkers and supervisors in the workplace should be educated on the unique challenges faced by females with ASC, and provided with training on how to support and accommodate individuals with autism. This includes providing clear and concise instructions, offering visual aids and alternative communication methods, and promoting a positive and supportive workplace culture [33].

**Social support:** Social support networks, including friendship networks, play an essential role in the quality of life of individuals with ASC. Families and social support networks should be trained on how to provide support and interventions that address the unique challenges faced by females on the autism spectrum in the areas of social interaction, communication, and emotional regulation. This includes providing opportunities for socialization that are tailored to the specific needs of females and promoting self-awareness and self-care [34]. By implementing these recommendations, familial and social support can be leveraged to play a crucial role in the recognition and management of the condition in females. To provide effective support for females with ASC, it is necessary to recognize the unique challenges they face and provide tailored support and interventions that address their specific needs. For instance, research shows that autism in females has unique symptomatology and manifests itself differently, more subtly, especially in high-functioning girls and women with fluent speech and average or above-average intelligence quotient [6,16]. Moreover, atypical brain areas in females with autism substantially overlap with areas that were sexually dimorphic in neurotypical controls, suggesting neural “masculinization” [16]. Studies also suggest that unfamiliarity with the clinical presentation of autism in females and gender stereotypes may impede timely recognition of autism in females [21,16]. Early identification and intervention are crucial for improving outcomes for individuals with autism, and this applies to females as well [23] emphasize the need for thorough assessments and interventions in social and attention domains, especially for high-functioning females with autism. The severity of social and attention problems in females with autism further underscores the importance of early identification and intervention [23].

Targeted interventions that address the unique challenges faced by females with ASC should be developed and implemented, and their effectiveness should be evaluated [20]. Providing tailored support and understanding that addresses the specific challenges faced by females can improve their quality of life and reduce the impact of this condition on their daily lives [22]. This support and understanding can come from families and social support networks, and by implementing these recommendations, they can improve outcomes for females [24,26]. Therefore, families and social support networks can play a crucial role in providing recognition and support that is tailored to the unique challenges faced by females, which is central to improving their quality of life and promoting their overall well-being [27,28,29].

**Conclusion**

Autism Spectrum Condition (ASC) in females is an often-overlooked area of research and practice in the psychological and psychiatric communities [6]. Females with ASC face unique challenges in social interaction, communication, and emotional regulation that require tailored support and interventions [20,23]. This brief treatment has highlighted the state of the field in research on autism and with females in particular and provided recommendations for clinicians and supportive resources for families, the workplace, and greater social awareness [22,35,36].

Despite recent advances in understanding of autism in the female population, there remains a need for further research in this area [21]. There is a need to investigate the prevalence and nature of the condition in females, and to develop effective interventions that address the unique challenges faced by females [37]. Additionally, there is a need for greater training for clinicians and supportive resource materials for families, the workplace, and the wider community [38]. Overall, research indicates the crucial importance in recognizing the unique challenges faced by females and provide tailored support and interventions that address their specific needs [24,25]. Efforts should be made to increase awareness and understanding in females and to address gender bias in the medical profession [28]. By implementing the recommendations outlined, outcomes for females can be improved and the impact of this condition on their daily lives reduced [29]. Further research and greater training for clinicians and supportive resource materials for families, the workplace, and the wider community are needed to ensure that females with ASC no longer “fly under the radar” [27].
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